ABSTRACT. This paper describes new methods of automatically extracting documents for screening purposes, Le. the computer selection of sentences having the greatest potential for conveying to the reader the substance of the document. While previous work has focused on one component of sentence significance, namely, the presence of high-frequency content words (key words), the methods described here also treat three additional components: pragmatic words (cue words); title and heading words; and structural indicators (sentence location).
Introduction
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND. Shortly after research in automatic translation began, interest was aroused in the possibility of automatically abstracting documents. Emphasis was placed on the production of indicative abstracts (i.e. abstracts that allow a searcher to screen a body of literature to decide which documents deserve more detailed attention) rather than on the production of informative abstracts (Le. abstracts that can serve as substitutes for the document).
Also, it was hypothesized that an extract of a document (Le. a selection of "significant" sentences of a document) can serve as an abstract. This hypothesis concerning the substitutability of extracts for abstracts has been discussed in [1, 2, and 4]. All automatic abstracting methods to date have only extracted documents, i.e. the computer has selected sentences of the document and listed them in text order. Although it has been recognized for some time that this kind of automatic abstract might better be called an "automatic extract," "abstract" is often used as the generic term.
The original method of Luhn assigned weights to each sentence of the documen t according to statistical criteria, in fact, a simple function of the number of high frequency words occurring in the sentence. Common words such as "the," "and," "at," and "are" were disregarded because of their very high frequency alone, and the remaining words were assigned frequency weights that provided sentence weights for measuring sentence significance. The extracts produced by this strictly statistical method were of sufficient quality to encourage further research [3, 6] . However, a purely statistical method of producing extracts was suspected of being inadequate, and hence other methods were sought [7] .
SUMMARY OF PRESENT STUDY. The objective of this study was twofold: first, an .extracting system to produce indicative extracts, and second, a research methodology to handle new text and new extracting criteria efficiently. The purpose of the present paper is to make the results of this study more readily available.
The research methodology comprised a study of the abstracting behavior of humans, a general formulation of the abstracting problem and its relation to the problem of evaluation, a mathematical and logical study of the problem of assigning numerical weights to sentences, and a set of extracting experiments employing cyclic improvement.
The extracting system. developed uses four basic methods to produce automatic extracts of technical documents approximately 4000 words in length with the IBM 7090-7094 (and has been reprogrammed for the UNIVAC 1103A and CDC 1604). The automatic extracts are believed to be of sufficiently high quality to be used in the screening of large collections of documents. The system has been parameterized to permit modification of both prestored and generated word lists, to readjust weights assigned to text characteristics, to permit selection from 15 combinations of the four basic methods of extracting, and to alter the length of an automatic extract.
Three different evaluation schemes were applied to the resulting automatic extracts. Comparison of the automatic extracts and corresponding "target" extracts of 40 documents, which had not been used in the developmental research, showed that a mean of 44 percent of the sentences were coselected. Also, the mean similarity rating, in terms of a subjective evaluation of content by information type, was 66 percent. These are to be compared with a mean of 25 percent coselected sentences and a mean of 34 percent similarity rating between target extracts and random extracts, respectively. Statistical comparison of the automatic and the corresponding target extracts for the documents used in the developmental phase showed a mean of 57 percent coselected sentences with a standard deviation of 15 percent. A sentence-by-sentence analysis of the corresponding automatic and target extracts of 20 of these documents resulted in a judgment that 84 percent of the computer-selected sentences could be classified as extract-worthy; i.e. they would be worthy of selection in an extract of unrestricted length.
The following sections of this paper treat the research methodology used in the study, the extracting system, and the outlook for further research. there exist certain clues that, independent of subject content, tend to indicate that those sentences are significant. The goal was to replace the subjective notion of "significant'; by an operational procedure. A methodology was sought whereby a computer could produce extracts as useful as conventionally created abstracts. The approach was to look for selection criteria among manually selected and rejected sentences. The research steps, in chronological order, were:
(1) select a corpus of documents; (2) study the characteristics-both in terms of content and machine-recognizability-of traditional manual abstracts of documents; (3) specify the desired form and content of the "target" (manual) extracts; (4) manually produce, for an experimental library of documents, target extracts that meet both the content and machine specifications; (5) develop a system that assigns numerical weights to machine-recognizable characteristics;
(6) program a computer to produce automatic extracts; (7) cyclically improve the program by comparing the automatic extracts and their target extracts; and (8) evaluate the extracting system on a new group of documents not previously used in the experimental development. The steps of the research methodology are shown in Figure 1 . SELECTION OF THE CORPUS. For the purpose of determining initial weights and parameters, preliminary statistical data (on common words, sentence length, and sentence position) were obtained from 200 documents in the fields of physical science, life science, information science, and the humanities; hereafter this collection is ·called the heterogeneous corpus.
For the extracting experiments .a different corpus, consisting of 200 documents in chemistry, was used. These documents were contractor reports to various government agencies and ranged in length from 100 to 3900 words, with an average of 2500. The limitation on document length was imposed by the limited computer storage available for the text of a document under the present program. These technical reports, written by chemists, chemical engineers, and physicists, were higWy. formatted and terse, and contained equationS and experimental data.
Since a fair evaluation of experimental results required that the system be tested on documents different from those used in developing it, the chemistry corpus was divided into an experimental library of documents to serve as the data base and for experimentation, and a test library of documents reserved for evaluation of the extracting program after experimentation had been completed.
TARGET EXTRACTS Specification of Target Extract8.
A set of instructions for human extractors was developed comprising the following specifications for the content and form of the target extracts, and the systematic procedures for composing them.
1. Sentences were selected only if they were eligibfe in terms of content. A sentence was called elig1,ole if it contained information of at least one of the follo,ving six types:
Subject Matter. Information indicating the general subject area with which the author is principally concerned (Le. what?).
Purpose. Information indicating whether the author's principal intent is to offer original research findings, to surveyor evaluate the work performed by others, to present a speculative or theoretical discussion, or to serve some other main pur- Generalizations or Implications. Information indicating the significance of the research and its bearing on broader technical problems or theory.
Recommendations or Suggestions. Information indicating recommended courses of action or suggested areas of future work.
2. Sentences were selected to minimize redundancy in the extract. A sequence of sentences was said to benonredundant if their information content was not repeated by reiteration, paraphrasing, or direct implication.
3. Sentences were selected to maximize co:p.erence. A sequence -of sentences was said to be coherent if all crucial antecedents and referents were present, no semantic discontinuities were present, and the sequence of ideas progressed logically.
4. The number of sentences selected was predetermined by a rule. Even though 25 percent of the sentences of the document was used as the length parameter for this research, this is not proposed as the optimal figure because it depends both on the purpose the extract is to serve and on the length and nature of the document.
An example of a target extract appears in Figure 2 .
PREPARATION OF TARGET EXTRACTS
Analysis Procedure. To systematize the manual preparation of target extracts by humans, an analysis sheet itemizing every sentence was completed for each document. Here the extractor recorded his judgment about the eligibility of the sentence, his findings on its dependency on other sentences (e.g. antecedents), and whether the sentence was selected for the target extract. To facilitate comparisons, cOlumns were also provided to record sentence selections by the various automatic methods and by a random-selection procedure used to evaluate the comparison scores described below.
Composition Problems. Much of the target-extracting effort was devoted to locating duplications of information throughout the document. A typical chemistry document had a summary at the beginning, an orientation section, a, methods section, a discussion section, and, frequently, a conclusion that rephrased the initial summary. Hence the same information often appeared in several places in a document. Occasionally, however, nearly the entire document 'comprised research conclusions. When a hierarchy, either of significance or ot' generality, could not be established, no· abstract could logically be composed by extracting. In this case a description representation was appropriate. However, if the document did contain a description of itself, this description rarely amounted to 25 percent of the sentences; .if it did not, then the present extracting rules did not yield a coherent extract. Furthermore, to select 25 percent of the sentences, it was occasionally necessary to select several less condensed sentences instead of an equivalent, but more succinct, one. Although the 25 percent length parameter seemed workable for most documents, in some cases it was manifestly not appropriate. An attempt was made to classify eligible sentences as to qualitative degree of "extract-worthiness" (a concept analogous to that of quantitative weightings). However, in practice it did not prove satisfactory for sentence selection since it was often impossible to'" determine if a sentence, seen only in the context of an extract, reported a well-known fact, a result of some previous experiment, or a conclusion of the document being extracted. Furthermore, a .sentence was often anaphoric, i.e. depended on another one for its meaning (and there may even have been a series of such dependencies), requiring the selection of both even though the other sentence did not qualify in terms of content. Certain words or phrases such as "this," "therefore," and "since" frequently indicated this situation, and studying their occurrence seemed necessary to the refinement of the automatic method. The more an author used such words for reasons of structuring and style, the more difficult it was to extract sentences from context without destroying their function in the document.
In the composition of maximally coherent and meaningful target extracts, it was noticed that requirements of antecedents, deletions of text due to preediting, minimization of redundancy, and restrictions on the length parameter often took precedence over a sentence-by-sentence rating of extract-worthiness. In the evaluation step it was found that target extracts consistently differed from automatic extracts in precisely these aspects.
AUTOMATIC EXTRACTS
Guiding Principles for Automation. The following principles were devised to guide the development of automatic extracting methods so as to yield close approximations to target extracts:
1. Detect and use all content and format clues to the relative importance of sentences that ·were originally provided by the author, editor, and printer.
2. Employ mechanizable criteria of selection and rejection, i.e. a system of reward weights for desired sentences and penalty weights for undesired sentences.
3. Employ a system of parameters that can be varied to permit different specifications for extracts.
4. Employ a method that is a function of several linguistic factors (syntactic, semantic, statistical, locational, etc.).
Clearly, a computer can operate only on machine-recognizable characteristics of text (e.g. occurrence of certain words, position of a sentence in a paragraph, number of words in a sentence). A text characteristic was said to be positively relevant if it tended to be associated with sentences manually selected to comprise an extract, negatively relevant if it tended to be associated with-unselected sentences, and irrelevant if it tended to be associated equally with selected and unselected sentences (see [5] ). The task was to find relevant characteristics of the text and program the computer' to recognize and weight them.
The Four Basic Methods. The automatic extracting system was based on assigning to text sentences numerical weights that were functions of the weights assigned to c~rtain machine-recognizable characteristics or clues. For computational simplicity the sentence weights were taken as sums of the we~ghts of these characteristics. The four basic methods (called Cue, Key, Title, and Location) to be discussed next used different sets of clues to the probable desirability of selecting a sentence for the automatic extract.
It was necessary to distinguish two types of word lists. A dictionary was regarded as a list of words with numerical weights that formed a fixed input to the automatic extracting system and was independent of the words in the particular document being extracted. A glossary was regarded as a list of words with numerical weights that formed a variable input to the automatic extracting system and was composed of words selected from the document being extracted.
1. Cue Method. In the Cue method the machine-recognizable clues are certain general characteristics of the corpus provided by the bodies of documents. The .Cue method is based on the hypothesis that the probable relevance of a sentence is affected by the presence of pragmatic words such as "significant," "impossible," and "hardly." The Cue method uses·the prestored Cue dictionary of selected words of the corpus. The Cue dictionary comprises three subdictionaries: Bonus words, that are positively relevant; Stigma words, that are negatively relevant; and Null words, that are irrelevant. The final Cue weight for each sentence is the sum of the Cue weights of its constituent words.
The Cue dictionary was compiled on the basis of statistical data and refined by linguistic criteria. Initial statistical data were obtained from 100 documents of the heterogeneous corpus for which target extracts had been prepared. A concordance program provided the following statistics for each word: frequency (number of occurrences in the corpus), dispersion (number of documents in which the word occurred), and selection ratio (ratio of number of occurrences in extractor-selected sentences to number of occurrences in all;sentences of the corpus) (see [4] ).
The following classes were then defined and listed by a computer program: Null candidates-dispersion greater than a chosen threshold and selection ratio between two chosen thresholds; Bonus candidates-selection ratio above the upper threshold; Stigma candidates-selection ratio below the lower threshold; and Residuedispersion less than the threshold and selection ratio between the thresholds.
These categories were modified in three further steps. First, since most of the counterintuitive assignments occurred with low-frequency words, certain words were reclassified on this basis as Residue. Second, the statistics for 20 documents of the chemistry corpus were examined, and those additional words that exceeded a frequency threshold were also assigned, according to their selection ratio, to the Bonus, Stigma, and Null dictionaries. The final Cue dictionary contained 139 Null words, 783 Bonus words, and 73 Stigma words. The Null dictionary was created to list words excluded from the Key and Title glossaries, which are discussed next. Furthermore, it constituted a reservoir of common words that might, upon further research, be transferred to the Bonus or Stigma dictionaries.
Linguistic analysis of the experimental data revealed the following classes of Cue words: Null----ordinals, cardinals, the verb "to be," prepositions, pronouns, adjectives, verbal auxiliaries, articles, and coordinating conjunctions; Bonuscomparatives, superlatives, adverbs of conclusion, value terms, relative interrogatives, causality terms; Stigma-anaphoric expressions,~belittling expressions, insignificant-detail expressions, hedging expressions; and Residue-positives, technical terms, and archaic terms.
2. Key Method. The principle (but not the algorithm) of the Key method is like the one first proposed by Luhn for creating automatic extracts (see [6] ). Its machine-recognizable clues are certain specific characteristics of the body of the given document. It is based on the hypothesis that high-frequency content words are positively relevant.
The Key method compiles a Key glossary for each document, ideally consisting of topic words statistically selected from the body of that document. The words comprising a Key glossary were selected by listing all words not in the Cue dictionary in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence in the document. The frequencies w~re cumulated, from the highest downward, to a given percent of the total number of word occurrences in the document. Non-Cue words with frequencies above this threshold were designated Key words and were assigned positive weights equal to their frequency of occurrence in the document. The final Key weight of a sentence is the sum of the Key weights of its constituent words.
Initially, Key words were defined as non-Cue words of the highest Cue-weighted sentences, and their Key weights were taken to be their frequency of occurrence in that set. In the final system, Key words were chosen from a given percent of the total number of words in the document, and their Key weights were taken to be their frequency of occurrence over all words in the document. It was felt that the change from a fixed threshold to a fractional threshold was an improvement because of increased coverage and flexibility. Moreover, both statistical and linguistic investigations have supported the shift from the narrower environment of high Cue-weighted sentences to the wider environment of all text words.
3. Title Method. In the Title method the machine-recognizable clues are certain specific characteristics of the. skeleton of the document, i.e. title, headings, and format. The Title method is based on the hypothesis that an author conceives the title as circumscribing the subject matter of the document. Also, when the author partitions the body of the document into major sections he summarizes it by choosing appropriate headings. The hypothesis that words of the title and headings are positively relevant was statistically accepted at the 99 percent level of significance.
The Title method compiles, for each document, a Title glossary consisting of all non-Null words of the title, subtitle, and headings for that document. Words in the Title glossary are assigned po~itive weights. The final Title weight for each sentence is the sum of the Title weights of its constituent words.
The weights assigned to the words of a Title glossary were determined on the basis of their effect in the combined weighting scheme of the foUr methods. Content words of the title were given heavier weights than content words of the headings. However, the initial assignment of weights led to a difficulty in the ranking of all sentences of the document when the Title method was used, since one weight was an exact multiple of the other, and this caused many ties among sentence weights. To minimize the occurrence of ties, title words were assigned a weight relatively prime to that of heading words.
4. Location Method. In the Location method the machine-recognizable clues are certain general characteristics of the corpus provided by the skeletons of documents Le. headings and format. The Location method is based on the hypotheses that; (1) sentences occurring under certain headings are positively relevant; and (2) topic sentences tend to occur very' early or very late in a document and its paragraphs.. These location characteristics of sentences were tested for correlation with selection ratios, and statistically derived weights were assigned to reflect the The Location method uses the prestoredHeading dictionary of selected words of the corpus that appear in headings of documents, e.g. "Introduction," "PurPose," "Conclusions." In addition to assigning positive weights provided by the Heading dictionary, the Location method also assigns positive weights to sentences according to their ordinal position in the text, i.e. in first and last paragraphs, and as first and last sentences of paragraphs. The final Location weight for each sentence is the sum of its Heading weight and its Ordinal weight.
New M ethod8 in Automatic Extracting
To investigate the importance of headings for a sentence, all words occurring in the headings of 100 documents of the heterogeneous corpus and 20 documents of the chemistry corpus were listed, excluding prepositions, articles, and highly specific words. A set of words was common to both corpora, and a selection ratio was computed for each. Selection ratios were found to ·confirm the intuitive appraisal of heading-word importance. Weights proportional to the selection ratios were then assigned to each of these heading words, and the remaining heading words were assigned the same weights as their synonyms in that set. Deletions were made on the basis of low frequency and unrelatedness to the desired information types (Le. subject, purpose, method, conclusion, generalization, recommendation). The resulting Heading dictionary contained 90 words.
To investigate the importance of sentence position-both within a paragraph and in the document as a whole-300 septences were randomly picked from the heterogeneous corpus, and selection ratios computed. These data were used as the basis for the assignment of Ordinal weights to the positional characteristics of a sentence according to whether it occurred in the first paragraph, last paragraph, and as first sentence, or last sentence. Intermediate sentences and paragraphs were assigned zero weights. The final weights adopted reflected the gross behavior of the above selection ratios.
Rationale of the Basic M ethod8. Extracting clues may come from two structural sources: (1) the body (text) of the document; and (2) the 8keleton (title, headings, format) of the document. Also, clues may come from two linguistic sources: (1) general characteristics of the corpus and language (e.g. value-judgment words); and (2) specific characteristics of the individual documents (e.g. high-frequency words).
The two structural sources and the two linguistic sources of clues yielded four opportunities to create basic methods of automatic extracting which were defined simply by the class of clues upon which they rely. When applied to word clues this classification yielded four distinct word lists. These distinctions and standardizations of terminology permitted the following convenient classification of the four methods and their corresponding word lists (see Figure 3) . EXPERIMENTAL CYCLES. Seventeen experiments were performed in the course of the research to verify the significance of the various extracting clues, to refine the Cue and Heading dictionaries, to adjust weights, to reprogram the four basic methods, to improve the output format, and to evaluate the extracting methods (singly and in all possible combinations).
In the final system the. relative weights among the four basic methods were parameterized in terms of the linear function w~ere at , a2 , aa., and~4 are the parameters (positive integers) for the Cue, Key, TItle, and LocatIon weIghts, respectively. Moreover the length parameter P was modified so that it can be adjusted to any integral percent of the number of sentences in a document. Th~by mean~of a single program card, the values of al , a2 , aa , a4 , and P can be specIfied as deSIred. Also, the 7090-7094 system was modified to ext ract documents of 4000 words instead of 3000 words (as initially programmed).
SELECTION OF PREFERRED METHOD. The percent of the number of sentences coselected in both the automatic and the target extracts was computed for each of the extracting methods, separately and in combination. The mean percentages for the most interesting methods are shown in Figure 4 , with the intervals encompassing the sample mean plus and minus one sample standard deviation. The corresponding percentages for the random extracts (Le. a random selection of 25 percent of the sentences) and the automatic extracts are given for comparison. The CueTitle-Location method is seen to have the highest mean coselectionscore, while the Key method in isolation is the lowest of the automatic methods.
On the basis of these data it was decided to omit the Key method as a component in the preferred extracting system. These data confirm the hypothesis set forth previously (see [4] ) that Key words, although important for indexing, may not be as useful for extracting. This decision has important consequences for an extracting system since avoiding frequency-counting the entire text results in considerable simplification and shorter running time for the computer program. .
EVALUATION OF PREFERRED METHOD

Studies of Evaluation.
Two different studies of evaluation of the preferred method were conducted: (1) subjective similarity ratings by evaluators, with respect to each of~he information types, of the automatic extracts versus the corresponding target extracts and random extracts of the same length; and (2) statistical error analysis in terms of the percent of extract-worthy sentences in the automatic extract computed as the sum of coselected sentences, plus sentences cointepsional (i.e. conveying the same information) with sentences of the target extract, plus additional sentences judged to be extract-worthy. No attempt was made to evaluate the utility of the target extracts for the screening purposes that they were designed to serve, and no conclusions were drawn about the utility of the automatic extracts from the relative evaluation methods utilized in this study since that was the subject of another study.
Subjective Similarity Ratings. The first evaluation study involved a gross evaluation of the similarity of the autpmatic extracts to the corresponding target extracts for a group of documents that had not been used in the developmental phase. Automatic extracts generated by the Cue-Title-Location method and target extracts were prepared for a sample of 40 documents from the test library. IndIvidual raters were asked to subjectively score the similarity between two pairs of extracts for each document: target and automatic; target and random. For each pair of extracts the similarity with respect to each of the six information types was considered in turn and reported on a five-point scale: no similarity, moderate similarity, considerable similarity, complete similarity, and not applicable.
. Comparison between target and automatic extracts yielded a mean similarity rating of 66 percent (with 44 percent of the sentences coselected); while target and random extracts had a mean similarity rating of 34 percent (with 25 percent of the sentences coselected). For both, the sample standard deviation of the mean was 3 percent.
Statistical Error Analysis. The second evaluation study involved detailed comparison of extracts produced by the Cue-Title-Location method with the corresponding target extracts for 20 documents from the experimental library. Every sentence in a document can be classified uniquely by considering all combinations of the following properties: worthy to be in an extract of unrestricted length, "in the target extract, in the automatic extract, and the negations of these properties. Eight classes result, of which two define 'the most significant types of statistical error, namely, type 1 error-sentence is worthy and in the target extract but contains information not in the automatic extract; and type 2 error-sentence is not worthy and is not in . target extract but is in the automatic extract.
The 20 extracts comprised 311 sentences, of which 37' percent were classified as type 1 errors and 16 percent as type 2 errors. Of the computer-extracted sentences, 57 percent were identical with sentences in the target extracts, 10 percent were cointensional with other sentences in the target extracts, and 17 percent were judged to be extract-worthy. The sum for these three sets was 84 percent, a meas-ure of the percent of extract-worthy sentences. The 16 percent type 2 errors accounted for 100 percent of the computer-extracted sentences.
The identification of both meaning-similarity and extract-worthiness in running text was a highly subjective matter. Therefore this analysis represented careful and considered judgment. The sentences selected automatically, but judged not extractworthy (type 2 errors), contained extraneous detail and represented "noise." They cluttered the extract and often interfered seriously with its coherence. The sentences resulting in type 1 errors represented information included in the target extract but not in the automatic extract. Their significance can be discovered only by studying the sentences in question.
The second study revealed the reasons for the apparent useful qualities of the automatic extracts. The number of coselected sentences showed only part of the actual correspondence between automatic and target extracts. When the Ilulnber was expanded to include the automatically selected sentences cointensional with target extract sentences, the total roughly represented the degree to which the automatic process included the information in the target extract. The category of additional worthy sentences included some, but not all, eligible sentences that might be included in an extract of unrestricted length. It served as a reminder that for any document there are many possible abstracts differing in both length and content. This category and the preceding two comprised the total of extract-worthy sentences. Their average of 84 percent, even though uncorrected for redundancy in the automatic extract, appears to represent a promising achievement in the automation of the extracting process.
Extracting System GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS. The cardinal feature of the extracting system is its flexibility. The system was parameterized, whenever possible, to allow easy modification of both the weights within a single extracting method and the relative weights of the methods in combination. This was accomplished by making it possible to modify both prestored dictionaries and program-generated glossaries, to readjust weights assigned to text characteristics, to permit the use of 15 combinations of the four basic methods of extracting, and to alter the length parameter that determines the length of the automatic extract. The operating system comprises two input programs: (1) Edit Program-creates the text tape used by the extracting program; and (2) Cue Dictionary Program-feeds Cue dictionary into extracting program. It also comprises four basic extracting programs: (1) Cue Routineweights sentences according to match of text words with Cue dictionary; (2) Key Routine-weights sentences according to frequency of word occurrence; (3) Title Routine-weights sentences according to match of text words with title and heading words; and (4) Location Routine-weights sentences according to location in document and appearance under words of the Heading dictionary.
The IBM 7090 edit program has 1707 instructions and occupies 30K of core. The Cue dictionary program tape has 704 instructions and uses 23K of core. The extracting program has 2427 instructions and uses 32K of core. The flowchart of the extracting system is shown in Figure 5 . preedited according to preedit instructions, which cover the problems of formatting, graphics, special symbols, special alphabets, etc. Figure 6 shows a preedited document. The notations used are defined and discussed in [1] .
INPUT PROCEDURES
Keypunching. The keypunch instructions are based on the preedit instructions and are subject to the conditions imposed by present input and output hard\vare. They contain rules and examples of sufficient generality to cover a wide variety of textual situations.
Edit Program. The edit program creates the text tape used by the extracting program. Text written in free format is punched on cards according to the keypunch instructions. The edit program interprets these cards, recognizing title, headings, author, paragraph boundaries, sentence boundaries, number of sentences in document, punctuation, capitalization, etc. The program also recognizes input errors, \vhich are then printed together \vith a vertical listing of text described belo\v. Cue Dictionary Program. The Cue dictionary program creates a Cue dictionary tape to be used by the extracting program when it is identifying Cue words and compiling the Key and Title glossaries. The input to the program consists of at most 1000 words and their weights; the words are punched one word per card and must be in alphabetical order. The output consists of a'J>inary tape containing only one record, in which each entry takes four computer words. Certain input errors can be detected, and these, as well as a BCD listing of the Cue dictionary, are printed on an output tape. 
New Method8 in Automatic Extracting
CDce the air t.elBperature vas established 'the air now vas set at the desired rate and 'the :tuel 'turoed OD. Ip.1tiOll o£ the then fUel-rich .1rture vas accc:.pliabed by applying a ligh'ted, portable propane torch 'to the top o£ 'the burlier tube. !be fuel now was then grad1Blly decreased UDtU 'the f'1aI8e holding at the burner tube rial :t'J...uhed back into the tube. At·the poin't 01" fiashback the £olloving were recorded: It is now beyond question that future automatic abstracting methods must take into account syntactic and semantic characteristics of the language and the text: they cannot rely simply upon gross statistical evidence.
It is believed that the research methodology outlined here has been, and will continue to be, fruitful. Future research should adhere to the principle of parameterization to gain flexibilit1 and pennit continuing improvement of abstracting methods. The present set of weights is subject to continuing experimentation to permit maximum specification of desired content of automatic extracts. Even now ways can be conceived to reduce both the number and size of experimental cycles with more powerful statistical and computational techniques.
It is highly desirable that the extracting syst~m be modified to accommodate longer documents (in fact it has been reprogranimed for the UNIVAC 1103A to accommodate documents of approximately 40,000 words). To reduce operating time and costs, ways to make the programs more efficient should be investigated. Reprogramming can help, but the greatest need for improvement is in the method of inputting text. In this connection it is also important to de~se ways of automatically capturing chemical and mathematical symbols in machine form. Clearly there are extracting clues that have not yet been exploited-in captions of figures and tables, in footnotes and references, and in larger linguistic structures such as phrases and clauses. Better ways must be sought to identify those specific characteristics of documents that are significant for automatic extracting (such as presence or lack of headings, technical or lit~rary content, etc.) and to correlate these characteristics with some combination of extracting method, set of weights, and length parameter that will give better automatic extracts.
Further investigation of methods of evaluating automatic extracts is needed to increase their speed, simplicity, and discrimination. Future research should involve sharper statistical analysis of the two types of error with the purpose of modifying the program to minimize them. Study should be made to discover machine-recognizable clues to determine the proper length of, an extract. The extent to which redundancy appears in automatic extracts and ways of minimizing. it should be investigated. Linguistic clues to coherence should be identified and -expressed in machine-recognizable form, perhaps in the form of a word-and-phrase dictionary indicating the-need for selecting antecedent sentences. In summary, the main differences between manual and automatic extracts can now. be described and procedures outlined to minimize them.
Although automatic extracts of the future may differ both in content and appearance from traditionally composed manual abstracts, these differences do not appear as insuperable barriers to their usefulness. In spite of the recognized problems it is now felt that automatic extracts can be defined, programmed, and produced in an operational system to supplement, and perhaps compete with, traditional ones. Dwiggins, who performed the programming; and Mrs. J. Brewer, who conducted the content analysis.
